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PATROL ENCOUNTERS SCENARIOS
Law enforcement officers may encounter any number of unpredictable, potentially explosive situations during their shifts.
To prepare them to respond effectively while adhering to departmental protocol, Meggitt Training Systems has designed a
comprehensive set of video courseware. These immersive, real-world simulations train law enforcement personnel to react
decisively when the unexpected inevitably occurs.
Backup Officer - (Black or White Suspect)
You respond to a call of an officer who needs help. Upon arrival you observe the suspect
wrestling with the officer. The situation worsens, and you are in foot pursuit with the
suspect. You turn down an alley and are forced to react based on initial observation with
quick decisions. The officer searches through multiple levels to identify all threats. This
scenario will test the officer’s knowledge of case law, use-of-force options and reaction
abilities during day-to-day civilian encounters.
Vehicle Stop – (Black, Hispanic or White Suspect)
At a traffic stop you are forced to make a quick decision as the suspect reaches for an
item. This scenario will test the officer’s observation, listening skills and reaction under
high stress in a dynamic environment.
Hospital Terror Attack
You are dispatched to reports of an explosion and shots fired at a VA hospital. Upon
arrival, you observe smoke, casualties, and immediately engage multiple shooters. The
officer searches through multiple levels to identify all threats. This scenario will test the
officer’s reactionary abilities under high stress in a dynamic terroristic environment.
Disgruntled Boyfriend - Hostage
You are dispatched to reports of a hostage situation at a hospital. Upon arrival, you learn
there is a domestic disturbance that is rapidly evolving into a hostage situation. This scenario
will test the ability of the officer to effectively use commands while maintaining control and
determining escalation of force.
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